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present invention relates to an electrical connector for making electrical contact with a conductor of, for example, a wire
harness in an automobile. Recently, automobile vehicles have become more and more complicated in structure and function.

Accordingly, electrical wiring networks in an automobile vehicle have become increasingly complicated. There are typically a
large number of harnesses that are routed through doors and consoles of an automobile vehicle in order to connect various

components of the vehicle to one another and to various power sources such as batteries, ignition systems and the like.
Typically, the conductors of such wiring harnesses are routed through openings in doors and consoles of the vehicle and secured

therein to provide electrical connectivity of various components of the vehicle. Connectors are generally used to secure the
conductors to the components and to themselves. It is typical to provide a connector having a housing having an internal cavity

within which a wire conductor may be inserted and secured in place by a retaining element. It is also typical to provide the
connector with a mechanism for securing a door or a console to the connector so that the connector is secured to the housing of

the door or the console and thus secured to the harness in which it is routed. It is also typical to provide a connector with
terminals having a male or female characteristic in order to allow various types of connectors to be secured together at

appropriate locations. See for example, U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,691,818; 2,750,362; 3,147,534; 3,198,178; 3,741,926; 4,004,342; and
4,262,408. To the best of applicants' knowledge, such connectors have been relatively difficult to assemble and the techniques
used for assembling such connectors have resulted in some electrical arcing. More recently, some prior connectors have even
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had metal flying around where the connectors were assembled. While these connectors have operated reasonably well in the
past, they are not sufficiently reliable in the current environment. For example, in order to make electrical connections, the

connectors typically require 3da54e8ca3
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